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In recent years, there has been a systematic development of the theory of 
A-bundles, that is, vector bundles where the field of coefficients is replaced 
by a topological algebra A, usually an involutive one. 
The above extension is justified by its applications in pure mathematics 
(differential topology [15]) as well as in relativistic quantum mechanics, 
via, e.g., the Serre-Swan theorem [22]. 
Bundles with coefficients in a commutative unital Banach algebra, or yet 
a C*-algebra, were considered by T. K. Kandelaki [6, 71, K. Fujii [S], and 
A. S. MiSEenko and Yu. P. Solov’ev [ 15, 161. Furthermore, A. Mallios 
studied A-bundles, with A being a locally m-convex (*-)algebra with unit 
[l&12]. Note also that certain results are still valid for more general 
topological algebras [ 13, Sect. 53, or even topological rings [21]. 
The results already obtained are mainly within the framework of 
topological A-bundles. The basic difficulty in the development of a theory 
of differential A-bundles is the lack of a suitable differential calculus in the 
libres, the latter being topological modules over A. 
One might, of course, use the existing methods of differentiation in the 
underlying topological vector spaces (cf. for instance [18]). However, 
besides the intrinsic weaknesses of these methods (regarding the higher 
order chain rule, continuity of differentiable maps, differentiability of the 
composition map and evaluation map, which are necessary for differential 
geometric considerations on bundles), the additional algebraic operations 
(scalar multiplication by elements of A, involution) should be taken into 
account, because they are essentially involved in the structure of A-bundles 
(cf. [ 11, 183). For the same reason (incompatibility with involution), the 
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method announced by Vu Xuan Chi [24] in topological modules over a 
unital topological ring, is not applicable here. On the other hand, the 
method developped in [ 193, in case of a commutative complete locally 
m-convex C*-algebra with unit, is too restrictive for the type of algebras 
considered. In fact, applications of the theory of A-bundles in relativistic 
quantum mechanics impose the development of a differential calculus on 
modules over a more general type of algebras, including W,“(X) (complex- 
valued differentiable functions on a manifold X), which is precisely the 
algebra used in [22]. 
In this note, we develop a method of differentiation (total differentiation) 
on topological modules over a topological *-algebra with unit. This 
method, essentially relying on the additional structure of the spaces under 
discussion (A-module structure and involution), satisfies the basic proper- 
ties of differentiation and overcomes the drawbacks mentioned above. 
Particularly, total differentiation implies continuity (Proposition 2.3), 
has uniquely determined differentials (Proposition 5.4), applies to A-linear 
combinations of differentiable maps (Proposition 2.6), satisfies fundamental 
formulae regarding the differentials of maps between product spaces 
(Propositions 4.1, 4.3), satisfies the chain rule of all orders (Theorem 6.4), 
and differentiates every map of several variables whose partial maps are 
either A-linear or skew-linear (Proposition 4.4). On the underlying 
topological vector spaces of the modules involved, total differentiation is 
stronger than Frechet differentiation, if A is an arbitrary topological 
*-algebra (Theorem 5.2), and it is stronger than Hyers differentiation, if A 
is a locally m-convex *-algebra (Theorem 5.6). 
On the other hand, by suitable restrictions on the differentials of total 
differentiation, one obtains two other methods, namely, A-linear dlfferen- 
tiation and skew d$,ferentiation, which, in case A = C, coincide with 
holomorphy and antiholomorphy, respectively (Theorems 5.9, 5.10). As 
a consequence, in this case, total differentiation coincides with Frtchet 
differentiation on the underlying real vector spaces (Theorem 5.11). 
Roughly speaking, the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 1 contains the fundamental concepts and results on the 
topologies of modules needed in the sequel. In Section 2, total, A-linear, 
and skew differentiations are defined and their basic properties are studied. 
In Section 3, we prove the chain rule of the first order. Section 4 contains 
the differentiability of certain maps, which are essential in the development 
of a theory of differential A-bundles. In Section 5, the above methods 
of differentiation are compared with well known methods in topological 
vector spaces. Finally, Section 6 is devoted to the study of higher order 
derivatives. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
We summarize here the basic concepts and results concerning the 
topologies of the spaces used in this paper. 
By a topological ring R (resp. a topological R-module M) we mean a ring 
R (resp. an R-module M) provided with a topology making addition and 
multiplication (resp. scalar multiplication) jointly continuous. 
Let R be a topological ring with unit. We denote by S(R) and Mod(R) 
the categories of projective finitely generated R-modules and topological 
R-modules, respectively. 
If ME B(R), then, by definition, there exist M’ E 9(R) and m E N with 
MO M’ = R” (within an isomorphism of R-modules). Consider R” 
provided with the product topology and M with the relative topology, 
denoted by z~. It is proved that 7M does not depend either on M’ or m 
[20]. We call Z~ the canonical topology of A4. 
An equivalent definition of the canonical topology is given in [23]. An 
analogous topology on finitely generated modules over a locally m-convex 
(or an appropriate more general topological) algebra (with unit) is also 
constructed in [lo, 131. One can check that all the aforementioned 
topologies coincide on projective finitely generated modules over an 
algebra as above. 
We have the following. 
1.1. THEOREM [20]. Let Meg(R). Then 
0) 7M is the strongest topology making M a topological R-module. 
(ii) Z~ is the weakest topology making every R-linear map f: M + N 
continuous, for any NE Mod(R). 
Therefore, zM is the unique topology having both the above properties. 
In the sequel, every projective finitely generated module over a unital 
topological ring will be provided with the canonical topology. 
Assume now that the ring of coefficients is a unital locally m-convex 
(abbreviated lmc) *-algebra A (for the relevant erminology cf. [3]) and let 
Ta\ denote a callibration of A. The product topology of A” is induced by 
the family 
jj: A” + R: (a,, . . . . a,) + C p(a,); PETa. (1.1) 
If ME .9(A) is a direct summand of A”, then 7,,, is defined by the family 
of restrictions 
(1.2) 
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i.e., the topological A-module (M, So) is, in addition, a locally convex 
space. To simplify notations, we write d instead of p” 1 M. 
Since every p E Ta is submultiplicative, one has that 
P(ax) G p(a) P(x); XEM, aEA.. (1.3) 
Let us recall that, if A is a *-algebra and M, N are A-modules, a map 
f: M + N is said to be skew-linear, if f is additive and f(ax) = a*f (x), for 
any aE A and x E M. For a topological *-algebra (a topological algebra 
with a continuous involution), the continuity of A-linear maps 
(Theorem 1.1) is extended to that of multilinear maps with partial maps 
either A-linear or skew-linear. More precisely, we have. 
1.2. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative topological *-algebra with 
unit, M, , . . . . M,EP(A), NEMod(A) and let f:M,x ... xM,+N be a 
map. If, in each variable, f is either A-linear or skew-linear, then f is 
continuous. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, we assume that f is A-linear with 
respect o each of the first p variables and skew-linear with respect o each 
of the last q := k - p ones. 
(i) Suppose first that each M, is a free finitely generated A-module, 
that is, Mica”, v(i)EN, i= 1, . . . . k. Let {ej:j= 1, . . . . v(l)+ ... +v(k)} 
be the canonical basis of M, x ... x M,. Then 
f (CXjej)=FI.f(e.,+~x:/(e~), 
i 
where 1 da<v(l)+ ... + v(p)<b<v(l)+ ... + v(k). Obviously, f is 
continuous. 
(ii) If now Mi~P(A), there are M,!EY(A) and v(i)E N, with 
Mi@M;~AA”“. Therefore, f is extended to an 
f: A’(‘) x . . . x /.Jv(k) -+ N, 
having partial maps either A-linear or skew-linear. By (i), f is continuous, 
hence, so is f with respect o z~. 1 
2. TOTAL DIFFERENTIATION 
In the sequel, A is a topological *-algebra with unit. For any 
M, NE Mod(A) and x E M, we denote by 0, the zero element of M, by 
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M(x) the set of open neighbourhoods of x, and by L,(M, N) the set of 
A-linear maps f: M + N. 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let M, NcMod(A), QEJV(O,,,,), and 4: s1+ N a 
map. We say that C# is infinitesimal, if 
VVE Jv(0,) 3UE J-(0,) VBE X(0,) 3A E ./V(O,) 
#(aU+a*U)caBV+a*BV, VaEA. 
The set of the above maps will be denoted by .%(M, N). 
(2.1) 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let M, NE Mod(A), x E M, Q E N(x), and f; Sz + N a 
map. We say that f is totally differentiable at x, if there exist a continuous 
A-linear map Df(x): M -+ N (A-linear differential of f at x) and a 
continuous skew-linear map Sf(x): M + N (skew differential off at x) such 
that the remainder off at x, i.e., the map 
4(h) :=f(x+h)-f(x)-Df(x)(h)-Sf(x)(h) (2.2) 
is infinitesimal. We call Tf(x) := Df(x) + Sf(x) the total differential off 
at x. 
If Sf(x)=O (resp. Df(x) =O), f is said to be A-linearly (resp. skew) 
dzfferentiable at x. 
We denote by Fg.,(M, N), Yg.JM, N), and YgJM, N) the sets of 
N-valued totally, A-linearly, and skew differentiable maps at x, respec- 
tively. 
Total differentials are uniquely determined. An easy proof of this will be 
given in Section 5. 
It is straightforward that: (i) If f is constant, then it is A-linearly and 
skew differentiable at any x E M. (ii) If f is a continuous A-linear map, then 
it is A-linearly differentiable at any x E M and Df(x) =J: (iii) If f is a 
continuous skew linear map, then it is skew differentiable at any x E M and 
Sf (x) = f: Hence, the involution 
in:A+A:a+a* 
is skew differentiable at any a E A and Sin(a)(b) = b*, for every b E A. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be a topological *-algebra with unit and 
M, NE Mod(A). Zf x E M and f E .Tg.JM, N), then f is continuous at x. 
ProojI It suffices to prove that every 4 E W(M, N) is continuous at 0, 
with 4(0,) = 0,. Indeed, if VE X(0,), continuity of module operations 
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implies the existence of a V, E.,V(O~) and a balanced B, EJV(O~) with 
B, I’, + B, I’, c V. Since q4~9(M, N), there exist U, E Jlr(O,,,) and 
A E X(0,) such that 
&au, + a*U,) c aB, I’, + a*B, I’,, VaEA. 
On the other hand, there is an EEA n (0, 1). Thus, for U := EU, + EU, E 
J(O,), one verifies that qS( U) c I’, which proves the assertion. 1 
Our aim is now to prove that, under suitable conditions, A-linear 
combinations of totally differentiable maps are also totally differentiable. 
We need first some auxiliary results. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit and NE 9(A). Then, for 
every VE &“(O,), there exists V, E ~+‘“(0,) such that, for every BE M(O,), 
there exists B, E Jlr(O,) with 
B, V, + B, V, c BV. (2.3) 
Proof. Let VE JV(O,). There exist a seminorm d on N, induced by a 
PErA (cf. (1.2)), and E>O with S,(O,; E) c V. We set V, := S,(O,, 42). 
Besides, for a BE J(O,), there exist q E f A and 6 > 0 with S&O,, 6) c B. 
We set B, := SJO,, 6/2). Using (1.3), one checks that (2.3) is satisfied. I 
2.5. LEMMA. (i) Let A be a topological *-algebra with unit, 
M, NEM~~(A), #E~I?(M, N), and aEZ(A) (centre of A). Then 
a4 E W( M, N). 
(ii) Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, MEMOS, NE.@‘(A), and 
4, $ E %‘(M, N). Then C$ + $ E W(M, N). 
Proof: (i) This is straightforward. 
(ii) Let VE.M(O~) and let V, be the corresponding neighbourhood 
of 0, in the preceding lemma. Since 4, + E @(M, N), there exist 
U,, U, E J(O,,.,) satisfying (2.1) with respect o V,. We set U := U, n U,. 
Let now Bg.Af(OA). Besides, the B, E X(0,) with B, V, + B, V, c BV. 
Then, there are A,, A, E X(0,) with 
cj(aU, + a*UJ = aB, V, + a*B, V,, VaE A,, 
$(aU, + a*U+) c aB, V, + a*B, V,, VaEA+.. 
If A := A, n A,, then we check that 
(~+~)(aU+a*U)caBV+a*BV 
holds, for every c1 E A. 1 
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Using the previous lemmata we obtain 
2.6. PROPOSITION. (i) Let A be a topological *-algebra with unit, 
M, NE Mod(A), and XE M. Zf f E FQJM, N) and aE Z(A), then 
af E F9Jh4, N) and 
Waf)(x)=@fk), S(af)(x)=aSf(x). 
(ii) Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, ME Mod(A), NE 9(A), and 
x E M. If f, g E FC@,(M, N), then f + g E Fgx(M, N) and 
LYf + g)(x) = L?f(x) + Dg(x), S(f + g)(x) = Sf(x) + Sg(x). 
2.7. COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative lmc *-algebra with unit, 
ME Mod(A), and NEP(A). Then 
(i) 9(M, N) is an A-module. 
(ii) F%W, N), Y%(M, NJ, and Y9JM, N) are A-modules, for 
every x E M. 
3. THE CHAIN RULE 
We prove here the first order chain rule. The chain rule of higher order 
will be discussed in Section 6. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, M, NE Mod(A), and 
PEP(A). Zf #E~?(M, N), f: N+P is a continuous A-linear map and 
g: N + P is a continuous kew-linear map, then (f + g) 0 4 E W(M, N). 
Proof. Let WE .k’“(O,) and let W, be the corresponding neighbourhood 
of o,, satisfying (2.3). Continuity off and g implies the existence of a 
VE X(0,) with f(V) c W, and g( I’) c W,. On the other hand, since 
$EW(M, N), there is UEJV”(O~) satisfying (2.1) with respect o I’. 
Now, for a BE .k’“(O,) we choose B, E JV(O,) with B, W, + B, W, c BW 
and set B, :=B,nB:. Then B,= B,* EJ)~(O~). If A EJV(O~) with 
b(aU+ a*U) c aB, V+ a*B, V, for any a E A, then 
((f + g)o $)(aU+ a*U) c aB, W, + a*B, W, + aB: W, + a*B: W, 
c aBW+ a*BW, 
which proves the assertion. 1 
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3.2. LEMMA. Let A be a topological *-algebra with unit and M, N, 
PE Mod(A). If f: M + N is a continuous A-linear map, g: M + N is 
a continuous skew-linear map, 4 E.%?(M, N), and @ E&?(N, P), then 
$o(f+g+d)EWM,P). 
Proof: Let WE &“(O,). Since tj EW(N, P), there exists VEJV(O~) 
satisfying (2.1) with respect to W. Continuity of the A-module operations 
assures the existence of B, EJV”(O~) and V, EM with V, + V, + 
II, V, c V. Besides, since 4 EST(M, N), there is U, E X(0,) satisfying (2.1) 
with respect o V,. We set U:= U,nf-'(V,)ngp‘(V,). 
Let now BE J(r(O,) and choose A r, A2 E M(O,) with 
&aU,+a*U,)caB, V,+a*B,V,, VaE A,, 
$(aV+a*V)caBW+a*BW, VaE A,. 
Setting A := A, n AZ, we obtain 
(Il/o(f +g+#))(aU+a*U)caBW+a*BW, 
for any a E A, and the proof is complete. 1 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, M, NE Mod(A), 
PEP(A), and XEM. If fEF9.r(M, N) and gEFS$+,(N, P), then 
g 0 f E FCSJM, P) and 
T(gof)(x)= Tg(f(x))"Tf(x). 
In particular, 
wg~f)(x)=~g(f(x))~~f(x)+~g(f(x))~aIf(x)? 
S(g~f)(x)=~g(f(x))~~f(x)+~g(f(x))~~f(x). 
Proof: If 4, $, and x are the remainders off, g, and g of, respectively, 
standard calculations yield 
The result is a consequence of Lemmata 3.1, 3.2, and 2.5. 1 
3.4. COROLLARY. Let A be a Imc *-algebra with unit, M, NE Mod(A), 
PEP(A), andxEM. 
(i) If f E Y9.T(M, N) and g E 2’9rC/,,,(N, P), then go f E ZgX(M, P) 
and 
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(ii) Zf ~EY~JM, N) and gEYgfif,,,(N, P), then go f EY9JM, P) 
and 
LYgof)(x)=Sg(f(x))oSf(x). 
The last two results obviously mean that total and A-linear differentia- 
tions satisfy the first order chain rule, whereas skew differentiation does 
not. 
4. TOTAL DIFFERENTIABILITY OF PARTICULAR MAPS 
In this section, we examine the total differentiabiiity of certain maps 
playing a crucial role in the development of a differential geometry 
modelled in the category P(A). 
First, we note that differentiability of continuous A-linear maps assures 
the following 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a Imc *-algebra with unit, ME Mod(A), 
N 1, . . . . N,E~(A), XEM, UE~(X), and f: U+N:=N,x .‘. xN,. 
Besides, let ui: Ni + N (resp. pri: N + Ni) be the canonical embedding (resp. 
projection), for every i = 1, . . . . k, and fi:= priof 
(i) ZffESi?JM, N), thenf,EFS&(M, Ni), i= 1, . . . . k, and 
W(x) = prioDf(x), Sfi(x)=pr,oSf(x). 
(ii) Iffy E F$(M, Ni), i= 1, . . . . k, then fE FCSYM, N) and 
Df(x) = c Ui~wi(X), sf(x)=~ui~sf;(x). 
I I 
We check now the differentiability of the Cartesian product of differen- 
tiable maps. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, let M, NE P(A) and 
P = Mx N. Then, for every WE JY(O,), there exist UE X(0,) and 
VEJY(O,,,), such that, for eoery BE J”(Ow), there exists B, EY(O*) with 
B, Ux B, VC BW. (4.1) 
Proof. Let WEJV(O~). There exist a seminorm fi on P, induced by a 
PE r, (cf. (1.2)), and E > 0, such that S,(O,, E) c W. If j 1 M and ,Z 1 N 
denote the restrictions of jj on M and N, respectively, we set U := 
SP,,(O,, s/2) and V := S@,,(O,, e/2). 
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Besides, let BE JV(O,). There exist q E f, and 6 > 0, with S&O,, 6) c B. 
Setting B, := Sp(OA, d/2), we easily prove that (4.1) holds. 1 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, Mie Mod(A), 
Nj~.Y(A), xjeMi, andfiEF9,,(Mj, Ni), i= 1, . . . . k. Then 
f=f,x ,.. Xf,EF9~JM,X ... xM,, N, x ... x Nk), 
where x := (x,, . . . . x,), and 
Proof: It suffices to show that, if q5i~ 9?(Mi, Ni), i= 1, . . . . k, then 
q5,x ... xq+,~93(M,x ... xMk,N,x ... xNk). (4.2) 
We prove (4.2) in case k = 2, the general result following by induction. 
Let N:=N,xN,, VE X(0,), and let Vi, V, be the corresponding 
neighbourhoods of zero in N, , N,, respectively, satisfying (4.1). Since 
#i E &?(A!,, Ni), there exists lJi E A’(0,) satisfying (2.1) with respect o Vi. 
We set U := U, x Uz. Let now BE X(0,). There exist B, EJV(O~) with 
B, V, x B, Vz c BV and Aim J-(0,) such that 
di(aUi+a*Uj)caB, Vi+a*B, Vi, 
for any a E Ai, i = 1, 2. Setting A := A, A A,, it is trivially verified that 
(4, x&)(aU+a*U)caBV+a*BV, VaEA. 1 
The above proposition assures that the category of differentiable 
manifolds modelled in P(A) is closed under finite Cartesian products 
(cf. [17]). 
We examine now the differentiability of maps of several variables, whose 
partial maps are either A-linear or skew-linear. We have the following. 
4.4. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative Imc *-algebra with unit, 
Mie Mod(A), i= 1, . . . . k, NED, andf: M, x . . . x Mk + N a continuous 
map. If f is A-linear with respect to each of the first p variables and skew 
linear with respect to each of the last q := k- p ones, then 
f E E&(M, x ‘. . x M,, N), for every x = (x1, . . . . xk) and 
J’f(x) =f(h,, x2, . . . . x,c) + ... +f(x,, . . . . xp- ,, h,, xp+ ,r . . . . x,), 
Sf(x)=f(x,, . . . . xp, &+I, xp+z, . . . . xJ+ ... +f(xl, . . . . xkp1, hk). 
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Proof. Let us first suppose that k = 2 and that f is A-linear with respect 
to the first variable and skew linear with respect o the second one. If 4 is 
the corresponding remainder, then 4(/z,, h2) =f(h,, h2). Thus, we have to 
prove that f~ a(M, x Mz, N). 
Let I/E M(O,), V, E .N(O,) satisfying (2.3) with respect o I/ and let Uj 
be a neighbourhood of zero in M;, i = 1,2, with f( U, x U,) c V,. We set 
U := U, x U,. Suppose now that BE X(0,). Consider B, E M(0,) with 
B, Vi+ B, I’, c BV and let A := B, n B:EJ(O&). It is a matter of 
standard calculations to show that 
f(aU+a*U)caBV+a*BV, QuEA. 
By induction and a slight modification of the above reasoning, the proof is 
extended to the general case of the statement. 1 
Proposition 4.4, combined with Proposition 1.2, yields the following 
basic result, which is not valid, in general, in the category of arbitrary 
topological vector spaces. 
4.5. COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative Imc *-algebra with unit and 
M, N, P E B(A). Then 
(i) The evaluation map 
ev: L,(M, N) x M + N: (f, x) + f(x) 
is A-linearly differentiable at every ( fo, x,,) E L,(M, N) x M and 
CDev(fo, xdl(f, x) =fbJ+fo(x). 
(ii) The composition map 
a:L,(M,N)xL,(N,P)~L,(M,P):(f, g)+gof 
is A-linearly differentiable at every (fo, go)E L,(M, N) x L,(N, P) and 
cwf,9 &!dl(f, g)= gcl~f+g~fo~ 
It should be noted that the differentiability of ev and o is important for 
differential geometric considerations on bundles (cf. the corresponding use 
of them in Banach bundles [9]). 
Let us now recall that, if A4 is a module over a *-algebra A, a positive 
definite A-hermitiun inner product on M is a map 
a:MxM-*A 
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satisfying the following conditions: 
(i) sp,(a(x, x)) c [0, + co), for any x E A4. 
(ii) TV is A-linear with respect o the first variable. 
(iii) cr(y, x) = (cL(x, v))*, for any x, y E M. 
(iv) If L,(M, A) is made into an A-module via the relation 
(af)(x) =f(x) a*, for every UE A, f~ L,(A4, A), and XE M, then the map 
M -+ L,(M, A): x -+ a,, 
with cc.,(y) := ~l(y, x), y E M, is an A-module isomorphism (cf. [ 11, Defini- 
tion 1.11). 
Regarding the existence and the properties of the above products, see 
[S, 11, 15, 18, 193. 
Since the development of hermitian differential geometry on A-bundles is 
essentially based on the differentiability of the above products, one needs 
the following 
4.6. COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative lmc *-algebra with unit. Let 
ME g(A) and let a be a positive definite A-hermitian inner product on M. 
Then a is totally differentiable at any (x, y) E M x M and 
Wx, y)@, k) = a#, Y), 
for any (h, k) E M x M. 
Sub, y)(h, k) =4x, k), 
The proof is an immediate consequence of Propositions 1.2 and 4.4. 
Finally, we examine the differentiability of a mapping closely associated 
to the algebraic structure of A, i.e., of inversion. Since a differentiable map 
has to be defined on an open set, one has to suppose that A is a Q-algebra. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutative Imc Q*-algebra with unit. If 
A denotes the set of invertible elements of A, then 
a:A+A:x-+x-’ 
is an A-linearly differentiable map at every x E A, and 
Da(x)(h) = -x-*. h, VhEA. 
Proof Let x E A, 52 E N(X) with x + D c A, and 
&!2+A:h+a(x+h)-a(x)+x-*.h. 
One has to prove that 4 E 3(A, A). 
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Routine calculations show that 4(h) = xe2. $(h), where $(h) = 
h2(x+h)-‘. By virtue of Lemma 2.5, it suffices to prove that $EW(A, A). 
For a given VEJV(O~) we can find I’, EJV(X~‘) and V,EJV(O~) with 
V2 Vi c V. Continuity of IX (cf. [ 14, Chap. II, Lemma 3.11) assures the 
existence of a V, E X(x) with VT’ c I’,. Consider V, EJV(O,) with 
x+I/,+V,cV, and A,, U,EJV”(O,) with AlUl~1/4. By virtue of 
Lemma 2.4, there exists V, E X(0,) satisfying (2.3) with respect o V2; on 
the other hand, there exists U2~ Jf(0,) with U: c V,. We set U := 
u, i-3 u,. Let now BE JV(O,) and let B, EM with B, V, + 
B,V5cBV2. Setting A:=A,nA:nB,nB:, we check that aeA and 
h, k E U imply 
$(ah + a*k) E aBV+ a*BV, 
which completes the proof. 1 
If A is an open subset of A, it can be considered as a manifold modelled 
on A via the global chart (A, id,) [17]. Hence, as a consequence of 
Propositions 4.4 and 4.7, we obtain 
4.8. COROLLARY. Let A be a commutative Imc Q*-algebra with unit. 
Then the set A of invertible elements of A is a Lie group. 
5. TOTAL DIFFERENTIATION VERSUS 
OTHER METHODS OF DIFFERENTIATION 
Since A includes Iw, every ME Mod(A) is a topological vector space. In 
particular, if A is a lmc *-algebra, every ME S(A) is a locally convex 
space, endowed with the family of seminorms given in (1.1). It is, therefore, 
worthy to compare total differentiation with some basic differentiation 
methods on the underlying topological vector spaces. 
For the reader’s convenience, we recall the following definition [25]. 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let M, N be topological vector spaces over [w and let 
.99(M) denote the set of bounded subsets of M. Besides, let XE M, 
0 E M(x), and f: Q -+ N a map. We say that f is Frtchet differentiable at 
x, if there exists a continuous l&linear map Df(x): M + N such that the 
remainder d(h) satisfies the condition 
VVE&“(ON) V’KEL?iqM) 30>0 
0-c ItI <o and XEK=c’qqtX)E v. 
(5.1) 
Note that in [ 1 ] Frtchet differentiation is called bounded differentiation. 
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5.2. THEOREM. Let A be a topological *-algebra with unit. In the 
category Mod(A) total differentiation is stronger than FrPchet dtfferentia- 
tion. 
Proof Let A4, NE Mod(A), x E A4, and f E .Yg,(M, N). The total dif- 
ferential Tf(x) is a continuous R-linear map. Therefore, in order to prove 
the Frechet differentiability off at x, it suffices to prove that the remainder 
4(h) satisfies (5.1). In fact, let VE JV(O,) and Kc&?(M). Continuity of 
module operations implies the existence of V, E Jfr(O,) and B, E JV(O,) 
with (1/2)(B, I’, +Bi V,)c V. Since ~E.G?(M, N), there is UEJV(O~) 
satisfying (2.1) with respect to V, On the other hand, KE W(M), conse- 
quently, there is A >O with Kc IU. We set B, :=A-‘B,. Let now 
A E X(0,) with 
$(aU+ a*U) c aB, V, + a*B, V,, VaEA, 
andlets>O with (-E,E)~A. Weset 9:=2~-‘&.IfO<It(<~andx~K, 
then z:=(1/2)&~(--8,~) and Il-lx~U. Therefore, 
t-‘~(tx)=fn~-‘~(rn-‘x+z~~‘x)E~~Z-’(ZBZV,+ZB2V,)C V, 
which completes the proof. 1 
The comparison of Frechet differentiation with other differentiation 
methods on topological vector spaces (cf. [ 1,253) yields the following 
5.3. COROLLARY. Let A be a topological *-algebra with unit. In the 
category Mod(A), total differentiation is stronger than Hadamard dtfferen- 
tiation and Gciteaux differentiation. 
We are now in a position to prove the uniqueness of differentials (cf. the 
comments after Definition 2.1). 
5.4. PROPOSITION. Zf A is a topological *-algebra with unit, M, NE 
Mod(A), XE M, and fEY9,(M, N), then the pair (Df(x), Sf(x)) is 
uniquely determined. 
Proof The proof of Theorem 5.2 reveals that Tf(x) coincides with the 
Frechet differential off at x, which is uniquely determined [25, p. 81. Thus 
Tf(x) is unique. If now Tf(x) = L + S, where L: M 4 N (resp. S: A4 + N) is 
an A-linear (resp. skew-linear) map, then one easily checks that 
Df(x)-L=S-Sf(x)=O. 1 
In case A is a lmc *-algebra with unit, total differentiation is also 
comparable with methods stronger than Frechet differentiation. We recall 
the following definition (cf. [I]). 
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5.5. DEFINITION. Let M, N be topological vector spaces over I%, x E M, 
52 E X(x), and f: Q + N be a map. We say that f is Hyers differentiable at 
x, if there exists a continuous [W-linear map Df(x): M --+ N, such that the 
remainder 4(h) satisfies the condition 
VVEJv(ON) 3UEJq0,) V&>O 36>0 
o< ItI <6 and XE u== t-‘qqtX)E&v. 
(5.2) 
5.6. THEOREM. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, ME Mod(A), 
NE 9(A), and x E M. Zf f E FgJM, N), then f is Hyers differentiable at x. 
ProoJ It suffices to prove that, if 4 E W(M, N), then 4 satisfies (5.2). Let 
T/E Jlr(0,). There exist a seminorm jj on N, induced by a p E Tm (cf. (1.2)), 
and r >O with S,(O,, r)c V. Consider V, := S,(O,, r/2) and let U be a 
balanced neighbourhood of 0, satisfying (2.1) with respect o Vi. Besides, 
let E > 0. We set B := SJO,, E). There exist A E JV(O,) with 
&aU + a*U) c aBV, + a*BV,, VaEA, 
and 6>0 with (-6,6)cA. If now O<(t1<6 and XEU, then tEA and 
x/2 E U, consequently, 
t- ‘qh( tx) E BV, + BVV, c V, 
which proves the assertion. u 
It is known that Hyers differentiation is stronger than the methods 
defined by Marinescu-Sebastiao e Silva and by Michal-Bastiani [ 11. As a 
result we obtain the following obvious 
5.1. COROLLARY. Let A be a lmc *-algebra with unit, ME Mod(A), 
NE 9’(A), and x E M. Zff E FS?JM, N), then 
(i) f is Marinescu-Sebastifio e Silva differentiable at x. 
(ii) f is Michal-Bastiani differentiable at x. 
In the remainder of this section, we suppose that A = C. 
Our aim is to examine the relationship between A-linear differentiation 
and holomorphy, in the category M(C) of normed complex vector spaces. 
Recall that if M, NE J”(C), x E M, and Q E X(x), a map f: Q + N is 
said to be holomorphic at x, if there exists a continuous C-linear map 
Df(x): M + N, such that the remainder 4(h) satisfies the condition 
lim IlhlL’ . Ib,Wh=O 
h+O 
(cf. for instance [4]). 
(5.3) 
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One has the following 
5.8. LEMMA. If M, NE N(C), Q E N(x), and 4: Q -+ N is a map, then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
6) 4~ E a(M W 
(ii) For every E > 0 there exists 6 > 0, such that, for every 5 > 0 there 
exists q > 0 with 
for any a E @ with 0 # [al <q and any x E A4 with llxll M < 6. 
5.9. THEOREM. In the category M(C), C-linear dlyferentiation and 
holomorphy coincide. 
Proof It suffices to prove that, for any M, NE N(C), 4 E W(M, N) is 
equivalent to (5.3). 
Let #E&?(M, N), E > 0, and E’ := A. By virtue of Lemma 5.8, there 
exists 6’ > 0 satisfying condition (ii) of the same lemma. Let A> l/6’ and set 
5 := .6/A. Then, there exists q’ > 0 such that Ild(ah)ll N < Ial ~‘5, for any a E @ 
with 0 # Ial <q’ and any h E M with IlhilM< 6’. Now, for 6 := ?‘/A, 
O# [IhI/,,,< implies that 0#1 llhll,,,,<126=$ and I](1 IlhllM)-’ hII,= 
A- ’ < 6’. Hence 
That is, 0 # llhll M < 6 implies llhll;’ l/&h)ll N < E, which proves that 
C-differentiation implies holomorphy. 
Conversely, let 4 be a map satisfying (5.3). We show that 4 satisfies 
condition (ii) of Lemma 5.8: Let E > 0. Since 4 is continuous at 0, with 
b(O,) = O,, there exists 6’ > 0 such that 
llhll,+, < 6’ = IIWNI ,v < E. 
We set 6 := min(e, 8’). If r > 0, there exists q’ > 0 with 
Oz Ilhll,<rl’* Ilhll,‘. IlW)ll,v<~. (5.4) 
We set r] := r,~’ .6-l. By virtue of (5.4), for any aE C with 0 # (al <q and 
any hcM with O# llhllM<S, we have IIahI(,‘.Il~(ah)ll,<5, which yields 
IMah)llN < I4 . Ilhll,+., t < I4 KG I4 ~5, 
and the proof is complete. m 
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Since on complex vector spaces the skew-linear maps are the conjugate- 
linear ones, analogously to Theorem 5.9, we obtain the following 
5.10. THEOREM. In the category N(C), skew differentiation and 
antiholomorphy coincide. 
Let now M, NE M(C), XE M, and f E Yg,(M, N). Since Tf(x) is a 
continuous R-linear map and the remainder q+(h) satisfies (5.3), f satisfies 
the classical condition of Frechet differentiation in normed vector spaces 
over R (cf. [4]). Conversely, if f is Frechet differentiable at x, then there 
exists a continuous R-linear map T: M + N, such that d(h) := f(x + h) - 
f(x)- T(h) satisfies (5.3). Then f is totally differentiable at x with 
Df(x)(h)=(1/2)(T(h)-iT(ih))and Sf(x)(h)=(1/2)(T(h)+ir(ih)),forany 
h E M. Thus, we have proved 
5.11. THEOREM. In the category N(C), total differentiation coincides 
with Frechet differentiation on the underlying real vector spaces. 
6. HIGHER ORDER DERIVATIVES 
Let A be a commutative topological *-algebra with unit and let 
M, NEP(A). Then L,(M, N)EP(A) [2]. We consider L,(M, N) 
provided with the canonical topology, which, in this case, is the weak 
topology. In fact, L,(M, N) is a direct factor of some L,(A”, An); the 
canonical topology of the latter is the weak topology, since it coincides, 
within an isomorphism, to the product topology of A,,, X,(A) (m x n 
matrices with entries in A). 
Let now S,(M, N) denote the set of skew-linear maps f’: M -+ N. Then, 
the following holds: 
6.1. LEMMA. Let A be a commutative *-algebra with unit and 
M, NEP(A). Then S,(M, N)EP(A). 
Proof. Since Meg(A), there exist M’EY(A) and me N with 
MOM’ = A”. Consider A” provided with the scalar multiplication 
y*: A x A” -+ A”: (a, (x,, . . . . x,)) + (a*x,, . . . . a*x,). 
Then A”’ becomes an A-module, which we denote by AT. The A-modules 
A” and At are isomorphic via the map 
A” + AZ: (x1, . . . . x,) --) (x:, . . . . xx), 
consequently, A$ is free. Besides, M provided with the restriction of y* 
409/170/l-I9 
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becomes an A-module, denoted by M,. Since MOM’ = A” implies 
M,@M:=Az, one concludes that M, E 9(A). On the other hand, one 
easily checks that 
SAW, N) = L,(M, N,) = L,(M,, N), (6.1) 
therefore S,(M, N) E P(A). 1 
As a consequence of the previous lemma, S,(M, N) is a topological 
A-module, for every M, NE B(A). The canonical topology is the weak 
topology. 
Now, one can give the following 
6.2. DEFINITION. Let A be a commutative topological *-algebra with 
unit and M, NE B(A). Let U c M be open andf: U + N a totally differen- 
tiable map. The total differential off is the map 
Tf: U+L,(M,N)@S,(M,N):x+ Tf(x). 
As in the usual case, one can define the kth total differential Tkf (x) off at 
x, and the kth differential Tkf 
We have the following 
6.3. THEOREM. Let A be a commutative Imc *-algebra with unit, 
M,NE~(A), UcM open, XEU, andf: U+N. If Tkf(x) exists (k>2), 
then it is a continuous symmetric sum of 2k N-valued mappings, which are 
defined on Mk and have partial maps either A-linear or skew-linear. 
Proof: The second differential T’s(x) is the sum of 
WTf )(x): M -+ L,(M, N) 0 S,(M, N) 
and 
S(Tf )(x): M+L,(M, N)OS,(M, N), 
that is, 
T’f(x)ELw(M, L,(M, N)OS,(M, N))OS,(M, L,(M, N)@S,(M, N)). 
Since L,(M, L,(M,, N)) = Li(M, M,; N), by virtue of (6.1), one has that 
T’f(x) belongs to 
LAM M;N)OL,(M, M,;N)OLA(M,, M; N)@L,(M,, M,; N). 
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Therefore, T2f(x) is a sum of 22 maps defined on M x M and having 
partial maps either A-linear or skew-linear. The case k g2 follows by 
induction. 
Regarding the symmetry of rkf(x), we have that Tkf(x) coincides with 
the kth Hadamard differential off at x (cf. the proof of Proposition 5.4), 
which is symmetric (cf. [25, (1.8.2)]). 1 
Finally, we are in a position to prove 
6.4. THEOREM. Let A be a commutative Imc *-algebra with unit. Then, in 
B(A), the chain rule holds for every order of total differentiation. 
Proof. Let M, N, P E Y(A), let U, V be open subsets of M, N, respec- 
tively, and let f: U + V and g: V + P be twice totally differentiable. 
Consider the map 
Proposition 3.3 implies that T(go f) = (T 0 (( Tg) of, Tf ), where 0 is the 
composition map 
L,(M WO S,(M, W x L,W, P) 0 S,W, P) -+ L,M P) 0 S,(M P) 
(h=(h,,h,),k=(k,,k,))+koh. 
Then cr(h,, h,, k,, k2) decomposes into a sum o,(h,, h,, k,) + a2(h,, h,, k,), 
where rrl is A-multilinear and o2 is A-linear with respect to k2 and 
skew-linear with respect o h, and h,. Therefore (see Propositions 1.2, 2.6, 
and 4.4), cr is totally differentiable. One can check that 
T*(gof)(x)(a, b)= T2g(f(x))(?'f(x)(a), T.f(x)(b)) 
+ Tg(f(x))(T2f(x)(a, b)). 
The general case is deduced by induction on the order of differentiation 
and by the fact that the sets of A-linear maps and of skew-linear maps 
between objects of S(A) remain in S(A) (cf. (6.1) and [2, Chap. II, 
Sect. 2, No. 2, Corollary 21). 1 
Let us note in passing that the kth total differential of gof is given by 
the usual formula [25, (1.8.3)]. 
6.5. Final Remark. Extending the terminology of [1] in our 
framework, we conclude that total and A-linear differentiations atisfy all 
the properties of quasi-regular differentiations, provided that the spaces 
considered are projective finitely generated modules over a commutative lmc 
*-algebra with unit. 
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On the other hand, demanding the previous methods to be regular, one 
has to assume the invertibility of every non-zero element of A, which 
reduces our case to A = @ (cf. [14, Chap. II, Corollary 5.11) and the 
differentiations under discussion to well-known ones (see Section 5 of the 
present paper). 
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